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Ensure Mission 
Success With 
One TDL System
Train warfighters in effective battlefield tactics with the 
Curtiss-Wright TCG GTS® Ground Tactical Data Link System. 
Then use the same system for flexible and affordable tactical 
data link (TDL) communications on any battlefield.

 + One system for training and operations
 + Multiple communications protocols
 + Countless simulated and live applications

Simulate real-world command-and-control scenarios 
using Link 16, and other TDLs, to dramatically reduce 
training costs compared to large field exercises.

Create realistic situations that include red and blue 
forces in the air, on the ground, and at sea to teach and 
reinforce the tactics that work best in any situation.

Train on the Battlefield

Increase the complexity of simulated mission scenarios 
to reflect changing situations on a live battlefield so 
warfighters can practice their reactions to potential events.

As the battlefield situation evolves, warfighters are always 
ready with the right response.

Increase Situational 
Awareness 

Improve Combat 
Readiness

Deploy a Curtiss-Wright TCG GTS anywhere you need 
TDL connectivity on the battlefield. A single system can 
control up to 20 remote TDL terminals.

With new visibility into support team locations and 
activities, you can make more informed decisions to:

 + Increase warfighter survivability
 + Increase tactical effectiveness
 + Avoid friendly fire

Simplify Link 16 

Leverage mission-critical Link 16 communications cost-
effectively without the risks and headaches of complex 
systems.

The user-friendly Curtiss-Wright TCG GTS makes it fast 
and easy to use TDL communications to their maximum 
benefit in simulated and live environments.

Trust
Combat-Proven
Technology

The Curtiss-Wright TCG GTS is an operational TDL 
communications station with comprehensive simulation 
and training capabilities. This all-in-one system provides 
an intuitive graphical user interface to simulate any 
battlefield scenario and supports simulated and live 
communications using a wide range of terminals and 
interfaces:

 + Link 16 MIDS JTRS, MIDS LVT, STT, TTR 
 + Link 11 ATDS/NTDS
 + JREAP-A and JREAP-C
 + VMF
 + SADL
 + SIMPLE
 + DIS
 + ADS-B and AIS

To learn more about the benefits the TCG GTS 
can bring to your organization, complete our  
contact form or email ds@curtisswright.com

https://www.curtisswrightds.com/company/contact-us.html
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